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Abstract

This paper presents the application of multi dimensional feature reduction of
Consistency Subset Evaluator (CSE) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
and Unsupervised Expectation Maximization (UEM) classifier for imaging
surveillance system. Recently, research in image processing has raised much
interest in the security surveillance systems community. Weapon detection is one
of the greatest challenges facing by the community recently. In order to
overcome this issue, application of the UEM classifier is performed to focus on
the need of detecting dangerous weapons. However, CSE and PCA are used to
explore the usefulness of each feature and reduce the multi dimensional features
to simplified features with no underlying hidden structure. In this paper, we take
advantage of the simplified features and classifier to categorize images object
with the hope to detect dangerous weapons effectively. In order to validate the
effectiveness of the UEM classifier, several classifiers are used to compare the
overall accuracy of the system with the compliment from the features reduction of
CSE and PCA. These unsupervised classifiers include Farthest First, Densitybased Clustering and k-Means methods. The final outcome of this research
clearly indicates that UEM has the ability in improving the classification accuracy
using the extracted features from the multi-dimensional feature reduction of CSE.
Besides, it is also shown that PCA is able to speed-up the computational time
with the reduced dimensionality of the features compromising the slight decrease
of accuracy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Security surveillance systems are becoming indispensable in scenarios where personal safety
could be jeopardized due to criminal activities [1]. Conventional security surveillance systems
require the constant attention of security personnel, who monitor several locations concurrently
[2,3]. Hence, the advancement in image processing techniques has become an advantage to the
security surveillance systems to improve on the operational activity for monitoring purpose.
Image classification is an essential process in image processing and its major issue lies in
categorizing images with huge number of input features using traditional classification algorithm.
These algorithms tend to produce unstable prediction models with low generalization
performance [4]. To overcome high dimensionality, image classification usually relies on a preprocessing step, specifically to extract a reduced set of meaningful features from the initial set of
huge number of input features. Recent advances in classification algorithm have produced new
methods that are able to handle more complex problems.
In this paper, we emphasize on the analysis and usage of the multi-dimensional features
reduction on advanced classification method of Unsupervised Expectation Maximization (UEM) to
classify dangerous weapons within an image. In order to validate the effectiveness of the feature
reduction method and classifier, several classifiers such as Farthest First, Density-based
Clustering and k-Means methods are utilized to compare the overall accuracy of the classifiers.
Finally, the study depicts the comparative analysis of different classification techniques with
respect to the robustness of the meaningful extracted features. The classification process
comprised of four steps, which are feature extraction, training, prediction and assessing the
accuracy of the classification. Analysis on the features is done to ensure the robustness and
usefulness of each feature to differentiate classes effectively. The details of the classification will
be discussed in this paper.
This paper is divided into four sections. Section II presents the methodology and the dataset
used in this paper. In this section, the basic concept of Consistency Subset Evaluator (CSE),
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Expectation Maximization (UEM), Farthest First, Densitybased Clustering and k-Means methods are discussed. Section III describes the results and
discussion for the findings of the classification process using the aforementioned classifiers. The
accuracy assessment with the comparisons between the classifiers is discussed in this section. In
Section IV, we conclude this paper with the suggestion on future work.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Data Description
In this paper, we utilized on a set of data which was available freely in the internet [5] to carry out
some experimental research on the classification. We evaluated the selected algorithms using the
training dataset which contains 13 features (attributes value of the image objects) with their
associate class labels (Human, Bull, Child, Dog, Duck, Knife classes). Besides, 6 test dataset that
contain the same features value of the image objects for each class have been identified. Feature
extraction process was carried out to extract all useful features from 128 binary images (black
and white images) to represent the characteristics of the image object. From the image analysis
and feature extraction, 13 important and useful features of the image object as the attributes of
the dataset were obtained. In this case, the extracted features must be robust enough and RST
(rotation, scale and transition) invariant. A very adaptive feature would be RST-invariant, meaning
that if the image object is rotated, shrunk or enlarge or translated, the value of the feature will not
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change. We took the invariance of each feature into consideration and the features comprised of
compactness, elongation, ratio of major axis length and minor axis length, hull ratio, moment,
area ellipse ratio, axis ratio, ratio between area of the bounding box minus area of the blob and
area of the bounding box, ratio between the height and the width of the bounding box, ratio
between the squared perimeter and the area of the blob, roughness, ratio of the area of the blob
and the area of the bounding box and compactness circularity of the blob.
2.2 Multi-dimensional Feature Reduction Methods
Feature reduction process can be viewed as a preprocessing step which removes distracting
variance from a dataset, so that classifiers can perform better. In this paper, we present two multidimensional feature reduction methods, namely Consistency Subset Evaluator (CSE) and
Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
2.2.1 Consistency Subset Evaluator (CSE)
Class consistency has been used as an evaluation metric by several approaches to attribute
subset evaluation [6-8]. Attribute subset evaluation is done to look for combinations of attributes
whose values divide the data into subsets containing a strong single class majority [9]. The
search is in favor of small feature subsets with high class consistency. This consistency subset
evaluator uses the consistency metric presented by H. Liu et al. as shown in Equation (1)

Consistency s

∑
= 1−

J
i =0

Di − M i

(1)

N

s is an attribute subset, J is the number is the number of distinct combinations of
attribute values for s , Di is the number of occurrences of the i th attribute value combination,
where

M i is the cardinality of the majority class for the i th attribute value combination and N is the
total number of instances in the data set [9].
To use the Consistency Subset Evaluator, the dataset needs to be discretized with numeric
attributes using any suitable method such as the method of U. M. Fayyad et al. [10]. The search
method that can be used is the forward selection search which is to produce a list of attributes
[11]. The attributes are then ranked according to their overall contribution to the consistency of
the attribute set.
2.2.2 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Principal component analysis (PCA) is one of the most popular multi dimensional features
reduction products derived from the applied linear algebra. PCA is used abundantly because it is
a simple and non-parametric technique of extracting relevant information from complex data sets.
The goal of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of the data while retaining as much as possible of
the variation in the original dataset.
Suppose x1 , x 2 , … x N are N x 1 vectors.
Step 1: Mean value is calculated with Equation (2).

x=

1
N

N

∑x

(2)

i

i =1

Step 2: Each features is used to subtract the mean value, shown in Equation (3).

Φ i = xi − x
Step 3: Matrix

A = [Φ 1

Φ2 Κ

(3)

Φ N ] is generated with N x N matrix and covariance matrix

with the same dimension size is computed as Equation (4) [12].

C=

1
M

N

∑Φ Φ
i

T
i

= AAT

(4)
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The covariance matrix characterizes the distribution of the data.
Step 4: Eigenvalues is computed:

C = λ1 > λ 2 > Κ > λ N

(5)

C = u1 , u 2 , Κ , u N

(6)

Step 5: Eigenvector is computed:
Since C is symmetric,

u1 , u 2 , Κ , u N form a basis, ( ( x − x ) , can be written as a linear combination

of the eigenvectors):
N

x − x = bi u1 + b2 u 2 + ... + bN u N = ∑ bi u i

(7)

i =1

Step 6: For dimensionality reduction, it keeps only the terms corresponding to the K largest
eigenvalues [13]
K

x − x = ∑ bi u i where K << N

(8)

i =1

The representation of x into the basis

u1 , u 2 ,Κ , u K is thus
 bi 
b 
 2.
Κ 
 
bK 

(9)

2.3
Classification Methods
The aim is to do comparison of supervised classification methods for classification of the image
object to their known class from the reduced multi-dimensional features dataset. The issue in
identifying the most promising classification method to do pattern classification is still in research.
Therefore, we are interested in predicting the most promising classification method for pattern
classification in terms of the classification accuracy achieved in detecting dangerous weapons.
The algorithms considered in this study are UEM, Farthest First, Density-based Clustering and kMeans. The methodology for each classifier is presented with basic concept and background.
2.3.1 Unsupervised Expectation Maximization (UEM)
The algorithm is in a model-based methods group which hypothesizes a model for each of the
clusters and finds the best fit of the data to the given model [14]. Expectation Maximization
performs the unsupervised classification or learning based on statistical modeling [15].
A cluster can be represented mathematically by a parametric probability distribution

p (C k ) p( xi | C k )
(10)
p(x i )
where each object xi is assigned to cluster C k and p( xi | C k ) = N (mk , E k ( xi )) follows the
normal distribution around mean, m k , with expectation, E k [16]. The entire data is a mixture of
Ρ( xi ∈ C k ) = p (C k | xi ) =

these distributions where each individual distribution is typically referred to as a component
distribution which makes use of the finite Gaussian mixture models. So, clustering the data can
be done by using a finite mixture density model of k probability distribution [17].
This algorithm can be used to find the parameter estimates for the probability distribution. It
assigns each object to a cluster according to a weight representing the probability of membership
[16]. Basically the algorithm consists of two main steps which are the Expectation step and the
Maximization step. The Expectation step calculates the probability of cluster membership of
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object xi , for each cluster and these probabilities are the expected cluster membership for
object xi . On the other hand, the Maximization step uses the probability estimates to re-estimate
the model parameters. The Expectation step can be interpreted as constructing a local lowerbound to the posterior distribution, whereas the Maximization step optimizes the bound, thereby
improving the estimate for the unknowns [18]. The parameters found on the Maximization step
are then used to begin another Expectation step, and the process is repeated [19].
2.3.2

Farthest First Classifier

Farthest First is a unique clustering algorithm that combines hierarchical clustering and distance
based clustering. It uses the basic idea of agglomerative hierarchical clustering in combination
with a distance measurement criterion that is similar to the one used by K-Means. Farthest-First
assigns a center to a random point, and then computes the k most distant points [20].
This algorithm works by first select an instance to be a cluster centroid randomly and it will then
compute the distance between each remaining instance and its nearest centroid. The algorithm
decides that the farthest instance away from its closed centroid as a cluster centroid. The process
is repeated until the number of clusters is greater than a predetermined threshold value [21].
2.3.3

Density-based Clustering Classifier

Density based algorithms typically regard clusters as dense regions of objects in the data space
that are separated by regions of low density [22]. The main idea of density-based approach is to
find regions of low and high density. A common way is to divide the high dimensional feature
space into density-based grid units. Units containing relatively high densities are the cluster
centers and the boundaries between clusters fall in the regions of low-density units [23].
This method of clustering also known as a set of density-connected objects that is maximal with
respect to density-reachability [22]. Regions with a high density of points depict the existence of
clusters while regions with a low density of points indicate clusters of noise or clusters of outliers.
For each point of a cluster, the neighbourhood of a given radius has to contain at least a
minimum number of points, which is, the density in the neighbourhood has to exceed some
predefined threshold. This algorithm needs three input parameters, which comprised of the
neighbour list size, the radius that delimitate the neighbourhood area of a point, and the minimum
number of points that must exist in the radius that deliminate the neighborhood area of a point
[24].
2.3.4

K-Means Classifier

K-Means is one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms that solve clustering problem. KMeans algorithm takes the input parameter and partitions a set of n objects into k clusters so that
the resulting intracluster similarity is high but the intercluster similarity is low [25]. Cluster
similarity is measured in regard to the mean value of the object in a cluster which can be viewed
as the centroid of the cluster.
The k-Means algorithm randomly selects k of the objects, each of which initially represents a
cluster mean or center. For each of the remaining objects, an object is assigned to the cluster to
which it is the most similar based on the distance between the object and cluster mean. Then, it
computes the new mean for each cluster and this process iterates until the criterion function
converges [26]. The algorithm works well when the clusters are compact clouds that are rather
well separate from one another. The method is relatively scalable and efficient in processing large
data sets because the computational complexity of the algorithm [27-28].
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, before any classification is applied on the dataset, CSE and PCA are used to
explore the usefulness of each feature and reduce the multi dimensional features to simplified
features with no underlying hidden structure. The distributions of each feature are drawn and
analyzed statistically. Figure 1 shows the distributions for the features which are discarded after
CSE implementation. These features include ratio of major axis length and minor axis length,
ratio between the squared perimeter and the area of the blob and ratio of the area of the blob and
the area of the bounding box. On the other hand, Figure 2 shows the distributions for the features
which are discarded after PCA implementation and these features comprised of hull ratio, axis
ratio, ratio between area of the bounding box minus area of the blob and area of the bounding
box, ratio of the area of the blob and the area of the bounding box and compactness circularity of
the blob

Value of
feature

Value of
feature

Value of
feature

Number of data

Number of data

Number of data

(a)
(b)
(c)
FIGURE 1: The distributions of features which are being discarded after CSE implementation (a) ratio of
major axis length and minor axis length, (b) ratio between the squared perimeter and the area of the blob
and (c) ratio of the area of the blob and the area of the bounding box
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FIGURE 2: The distributions of features which are being discarded after PCA implementation (a) hull ratio,
(b) axis ratio, (c) ratio between area of the bounding box minus area of the blob and area of the bounding
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box, (d) ratio of the area of the blob and the area of the bounding box and (e) compactness circularity of the
blob

The unsupervised classification algorithms, including UEM, Farthest First, Density-based
Clustering, and k-Means classifiers are applied to the datasets. In order to validate the impact of
multi dimensional feature reduction methods of CSE and PCA, four types of dataset are utilized ,
namely the original data, data produced after CSE method, data produced after PCA method and
data produced after CSE and PCA methods. The classifiers are analyzed and the accuracy
assessment is as shown in Table 1 with the computational speed (shown in bracket). In this
study, the model with the highest classification accuracy is considered as the best model for
pattern classification of this dataset.

Expectation
Maximization
Farthest First
Density based
Clusterer
K-Means

Original data
(13 features)
93.33 %
(8.12ms)
81.88 %
(7.33ms)
85.21 %
(8.35ms)
86.04 %
(7.45ms)

CSE +
Classifier
95 .83%
(7.18ms)
83.54 %
(6.09ms)
88.33%
(7.27ms)
86.88 %
(6.15ms)

PCA +
Classifier
90.12 %
(6.21)
82.08 %
(5.65ms)
87.71 %
(6.51ms)
89.38 %
(5.69ms)

CSE + PCA +
Classifier
92.29 %
(4.88ms)
86.25 %
(4.26ms)
80.21%
(4.93ms)
81.67%
(4.37ms)

Table 1 : Accuracy Assessment and Computational Speed of Experimental Methods on Different
Datasets
Based on Table 1, we can see that CSE + UEM classifier achieve the highest overall
classification accuracy of all the different datasets. As the dataset we used in this study is quite
small and based on our research, UEM classifier is best applied to small dataset. On the other
hand, the classifiers with features generated from PCA provide slightly less accuracy and
computational speed compared to the classifiers using the predefined number of features. This is
due to the reduced dimensional features offered by PCA which allow only the useful key features
to participate in the classification process.

4. CONCLUSION
The project is aimed to investigate the performance and impact of CSE and PCA on classification
in the aspect of accuracy and computational speed. The potential of each classifier has been
demonstrated and the hybrid method of CSE and UEM has shown a desirable result in detecting
weapons compared to other classifiers. Our future work shall extend this work to multiple type of
images and real-time signal data.
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